GEOL0GY OF DAM SITES
ON
LEWIS RIUR, WASEEZTON

The attached report on the above subject was
opened to public inspection by Interior Department press
notice No. 92601 dated March 23, 1951. The report was
prepared by A. F. Bateman, Jr., Geologist, under the
direction of C. E. Erdmann, Regional Geologist, Mineral
Classification Branch, Conservation Division, U.S.
Geological
Great Falls, Lantana. The field
examinations were made by kr. :rdmann during the 1936
field season, and the notes, sketches, and other data
obtained at that ti.1,3 were used by Mr. Bateman in the
preparation of the report.

Introduction
Special dam site topographic maps 1/ on a scale of 1:4800 have

Plan and profile of Lewis River, to mile 87, and tributaries,
Washington. Sheets S and F.

been -ilre2ared for seven sites on the trunk stream of the Lewis River.
Contour intervals on all of these ::,aps are 10 feet on land and 1 foct
on water e_Lcept for Island Camp dam site on wilich the interval is
10 feet on land and 5 feet on water, and the ,uartz Creek dam site
on whicil the interval is 5 feet for both land and water. Preliminary
geologic field investigation and ma) ling have been completed at all
of these sites and a geologic reconnaissance has been made of a
possible site at mile 52 on the trunk stream for which no special dam
site map has been made.
Each site is discussed briefly, proceeding upstream.

Eddy Rock dam site
Eddy dock dam site is located on the .Last Fork Lewis River, one
mile above its mouth. This is ap,ro:dmately 3z miles east of the
vi_lage of Joodland. U. S. Highway No. 99 skirts the west edge of
the dam site.

At the dam site, the stream occupies a strike valley cut to a
depth of 20C feet or more below water level. Valley fill consists of
silt and sand. Bedrock is Eade up of a series of basalt flows with
interbedded volcanic agglomerates, breccias, tuffs, and tuffaceous
sediments. Eip of beds is northeast at angles varying from 40 to 50
degrees thrcughout ;.lost of the dam site area. No faults were observed.
Joints are developed chiefly in the basalts; they consist of master
joint systems produced by tectonic stress, and less )ersistent and
less well. defined s; stems resulting from cooling. Permeability of
the agglomerates is proball7; rather low; permeability of the basalts
is nrobo.bly medium because- of the highl-j• developed joints. Very
permeable basalt flow broccia was observed in two localities.
FounrIation is underlain by a thick volcanic agglomerate, poorly
exposed a:Id hence largely unknown in character. Both abutments are
in basalt with ainor amounts of agglomerate. The left abutment is
structurally the weakest because the beds dip into the river. The
site is probably suitable for a wide base dam and warrants further
inv=stigation. 1..A:cimum safe height above tide for construction of a
dam without accessory work is about 100 feet. This would require a

dam slightly more than 800 feet in length and would impound a reservoir
of 202,C00 acre—feet. Topography limits the maximum height of data to 120
feet. A dam at this height would have a crest length of about 900 feet.
If a dike approximately 600 feet long were constructed across a small
saddle south of the proposed axis, a dam might be built to 160 feet.
This would requir3 a structure nearly 1,400 feet long at the crest.
Geology of the reservoir is little known, but probably is about the
same as at the dam site. So far as is known, the entire left reservoir
bank is supported by rock.
The dam site is at the approximate head of tide, whose total
range in this area is about 30 feet. Cbnsequently, the effect of
tides on the foundation of a dalu must be evaluated before construction
is considered.
Yale dam site
Yale dam site is on the trunk stream of Lewis River 35.5 miles
above its mouth. It is about 5 miles southeast of the village of Yale.
Both abutments are accessible by rather poor dirt roads.
The dam site is in a narrow st_ike gorge cut into the rock floor
of a broader U—shaped valley. Thin, irregular :over of active al—
luvium ana talus makes up the only valley fill. On the right or
north abutment, the U—shaped valley section is covered with an esti—
mated 10 feet of glacial drift except for two benches under which the
drift is protabl:- 30 to 50 feet thick. Bedrock consists of: (1) An
upper group of basic andesite flows that average somewhat less than 50
feet in thickness; and (2) a lower group of dense, black basalt flows,
associated agglomerates composed of red and brown fragments in a
tuff matrix., and tuffaceous sediments. Total thickness of the lower
group is probabl: about 300 feet divided into at least 3 flows. In some
parts of the data siee, these rocks show leaching and oxidation from
k-drothermal altratien. lie flows dip moderatel:- to the southease.
The erl; good determination of dip and strike was N. 70°E,, 200 S.
Ne fauLs were observed. The flows in the upper or andesitic group are
ractured into irregular blocks that average 10 inches on a side or
ire in rude crslumns about 12 inches in diameter and oriented perpendicular
to t''e flow surf ace. .11 of the rocks in the lower or basaltic group
frictured by both cooling and tectonic joints. Blocks
nl- ohabl: average less than 6 inches on a side. Flow contacts appear
'c.izh.t for the most part, but a series of seeps occurs beta een the
gig cat aaa second of the basalt flows. Lovement of ground water in
be alaost enti...01:- through the joints and flow contacts.
reriertation of the floe.: contacts parallel to the course of the stream
melces loss by this aethod particularly likely.
The foundation and right abutment are underlain by the basaltic
agi;lomerates, and probabl:: some tuffaceous sediments. The left
abil'.eent is _Inderlain by the uppermost basalt flow and the andesite
1.i3ht abutment is weakest structurally because the beds dip
into the river.
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This site is suitable for a dam, but feasibility of the project
as a whole depends on leakage from the reservoir. Behind the left
abutment is a saddle at approximately altitude 510 feet, underlain by
alluvium. Depth of fill is not known, but bedrock reaches altitude
440 in the floor of this channel about 2,000 feet downstream. Total
length is about one mile. Benind the right abutment is a buried channel
whose surface is about altitude 460 feet. Electrical resistivity
investigations indicate tentatively that rock floor of the channel is
about altitude 340 feet. Hence, there is 120 feet or more of valley fill
probably consisting of glacial debris. Length of this channel is only
about 3,500 feet. About two miles behind the right abutment is a 4i mile long
buried valley approximating the present course of Speelyai Creek. The
divide on the ground surface is about altitude 495 feet in sec. 17,
T. 6 N., H. 4 E. Electrical resistivity investigations in this vicinity
tentatively indicate that low point in the rock floor of this channel is
about altitude 340 feet. Fill materials are probably glacial and may
contain large amounts of outwash gravels and sands.
Height of dam is limited on topographic grounds by the Speelyai
Creek divide to about altitude 490 feet, which is about 275 feet above
stream level at the dam site and 265 feet above high-water level in
Lake Kerwin. A dam to altitude 490 feet would be approximately 1,350
feet long and would require a dike 25 feet high and 1,300 feet long
across the saddle behind the right abutment.
This site cannot ',De considered feasible until sufficient study has
been made of the debris filling the buried channels to insure that
reservoir leakage would not be prohibitive or that water percolating
through the fill materials would not reach velocities sufficiently great
to start cutting.
Cougar dam site
Cougar dam site is on the trunk stream of Lewis River at mile
45.8. It is about 4 miles east of the village of Cougar by a surfaced
road that skirts the right abutment.
The dam site is in a shallow gorge, from which the left bank rises
steeply. The right bank rises very steeply to a broad rock bench about
75 feet above river level, from which the steep valley wall rises to a
second bench about 450 feet above river level. Valley fill is extensive
ana complicated. The older topography was buried by extensive outwash
deposits from LA— 3t. Helens. These deposits, crudely stratified and
sorted, were derived from an older till that consisted lar]ely of volcanic
mate..ial. In soiae localities the outwash is of great thickness, as much
ls al)C feet or :ore, and in some places it is covered by 100 feet or more
of unsorted till, the upper part of which was partially reworked by water.
3eolcgically recent lava from Lt. 3t. Helens poured don a narrow channel
nea. the east .luarter corner of sec. 25, T. 7 N., R. 4 Z., then spread
laterally across and down the valley, covering the glacial deposits.
The Sorge now occupied by the river skirts the outer margin of this flow,
at itlich point the lava is 25 to 50 feet thick. At one point a short
distance upstream from the dam site, 25 feet of gravels are exposed
beneath the lava. Permeability of both the glacial deposits and
lava is no doubt high, and structural stability is very doubtful.
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Bedrock consists of highly silicified agglomerates, tuffs, arc:
interbedded sediments, probably Eocene in age, intruded by dikes and
sills of andesite. General yip c the rocks appears to be about
20 degrees east. There are two major sets c.1: joints that cut both
the igneous rocks and sediments, ‘ermeability of these rocks is
negligible as compared to that of the valley fill including the flow:
The left abutment, underlain by the older sediments, tuffs, and
agglomerates cut by the andesite dikes and sills, is no doubt adequate.
The right abutment, however, is underlain by the iiighly permeable
glacial deposits capped by the recent lava flow. This abutment probably
is not strcng enough to support a :aasonry dam even in the gorge section
of the valley where it would be only '75 feet high. Mpography would
allow a dam 225 feet sigh. .tn earth dam to scme intermediate height
might be feasible, but only after elaborate and extensive field testing
had proven that there not only would not be excessive water loss through
the glacial sediments and lava in the right abutment, but also that
the water percolating through this abutment under reservoir pressure
would not burst through some weak spot wiT. disastrous results.
Devil's Backbone claim site
Devil's Backbone dam site is on the trunk stream of the Lewis
River at mile 49.3. It is 33 miles from U. S. hi;hway Uo, 99 at
Joodland. The connecting road is surfaced as far as the village of
Cougar. From Cougar, 3-3/4 miles of graveled road and tnen 2 miles
cf unimproved road extends to within one-fourth mile of the dam site

area.
The dam site is in a narrow rock gorse that the river has cut
across a bedrock spur projecting northward from the left wall of the
prezlacial Lewis valley. The left wall of the present valley rises
steeply for more than 1,000 feet above the river. The right wall
rises steeply to a bench about 200 feet above the river, From this
point it slopes gently upward for about one mile until it intersects

the north all of the pre'Llacial valley which rises steeply to a local
sum it le :-el of over 3,000 feet. Hence, the preglacial valley is
slightly ::.oro than one mile wide. One electrical resistivity depth
,'.etormination tentatively suggests thA the rock floor of this valley
is abort altitude 590 feet or some 50 feet below the present river
level. As well as can be judged from surface exposures, the fill
ifaterials below eltitude 1,040, about the :iighest possible pool level,
consist of horizontally stratified gravels with mr_ol' amounts of interbedded sands and silts. The fill materials are very pervious, as is
C.emcnstrated by the presence of many springs issuing from the drift on
the north side of the river.
Bedrocic consists of andesite agglomerates with subordinate amounts
of interbedded tuffaceous and carbonaceous sediments, probably Eocene
in P.ge, and lava flows. These rocks have been intruded by dikes of
fide-grained, porph3rritic andesite. The aggloerates and sediments dip
southeastward at approxiately 25 degrees. They show but little
jointing; the dike rocks are highly fractured so that they break into
blocks not more than one foot on a side. Or.e mnall fault was found on
the right abutment in the downstream portion of the site. Its strike
is N. acio E., and dip 55°
itgglomerates on either side of the fault
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were displaced 10 to 15 feet. Pemeatilit7 of the agglomerates and
sediments is probably very- low, but that cf the fractured dikes high.
The left abutment is largely concealed by talus and soil, but
appears to be mainly agglowerate. It is no doubt safe for an arch dam.
Agglomerates and sediments make up the foundation and lower part of the
right abutment. Upper part of the right abutment is dike rock, which
although highly jointed probably has ample strength for a masonry dam.
Contact between the dike rocks and agglarlerate is tight. :.bove the
dike rock and filling the channel beYnd the right abutment is the
highly pervious glacial drift.
This site itself would pr)bab7.7 'oe sa',:isfactory fo a dam with
.er
However, rater loss
pool level 130 to 140 feet above r:',
through the fill in the ,preglacial c'nennel Yith the attendant danger of
a failure at some joint in this debrz, m:ke constructio- of a dam
infeasible.
file 52 dam site
A brief geologic reconnaissance was made of the right abutment
of a possible site at hdle 52 on the trunk stem of the Lewis River.
This abutment can be reached by foot over the Lewis lover trail. It
is about 22 miles from the end of the road.
At this site the river flows in a flat-bottomed valley about 1,600
feet wide, above which both walls rise very steeply for at least 600
feet. Depth to rock floor of the vane: is unknown, but may be as much
as 100 feet. Valley fill consists of glacial drift, much of which is
probably coarse outwash gravels.
Bedrock consists of a dark colored fine-grained basalt exposed at
the river's edge, overlain by soft, tough agglomerate that is in turn
overlain by a hard, dense, fresh andesite. Attitude of these rocks
sear:s to be _.bout horizontal. Several large springs discharge from
the conuact o:tween the mdesite and agglomerate.
Further investig_tion might prove this site adequate for an
earth dam. This appears to be the only site by which the reservoir area
afforded by the "Big Bottom' could be utilized since Devil's Backbone
and Cougar sites appear to be infeasible.
Reservoir flowline is liffated to altitude 1,030 feet, as a higher
level would drown :;asle Cliff site. A dam to this height would be
ap7roximately 2,400 feet long.
Eagle Cliff dam site
Eagle Cliff dam site is on tike trunk stream of Lewis River at
mile 61.7 in sections 24 and 25, T. 7 X., R. 6 E. The site is accessible
only by trail up t ie right bank of the river. It is about 12 miles from
the end of the road.
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The dam site is in a narrow valley. From the stream, the left bank
rises steeply to benches 70-80 feet and 120 feet above water level.
Above these benches, the valley wall continues to rise in a steep rock
cliff that forms the north boundary of :Lagle Cliff. The right bank
rises steeply to benches 140-150 feet and 240 feet above the river.
The high bench continues northward on a gentle slop and merges with
Cedar Flats, a relatively flat bench covering several square miles at
an altitude of 1,350 to 1,400 feet. The ridge underlying this bench is
only about one mile wide. It forms the divide between Muddy River and
Pine Creek. active and inactive alluvium covers the stream bed and
the low bench on the left bank. Depth to rock floor of the valley is
unknown. Glacial till mantles the other benches and the slopes where
rock is not exposed. It is mostly tuffaceous sand without much clay,
so is very permeable.
Bedrock at the day:; site consists of an Intrusive syenite porphyry.
The presence of Zagle Cliff is due to the superior resistence of this
rock and the character of its jointing. Abutting against the syenite
in the downstream portion of the left abutment are t:.o lava flows of
a thoroughly jointed somewhat vesicular andesite. Permeability of the
syenite is low.
Both abutments are in the syenite, and so are equal in bearing
power. The left abutment is covered from the river surface at altitude 1,025 feet to 1,120 feet, but rock is exposed from there to 1,495
feet. In the right abutment, rock is exposed from streaa level to
1,190 feet. Foundation is in the sane rock.
This site is suitable for a masonry dam, but further investigations
are necessary to determine the hei,-;ht to which one could be built. The
chief problems are: (I) the depth to rock foundation in the river
charelel; and (2) conditims under the Elacial drift behind the right
abutment. If the spur between .,iuddy River and Pine Creek is supported
by rock, well and goods but if it is breached by an older stream valley
filled with eenaeable materials, reservoir leakage might be excessive
and liuit the height of dam.
dam to altitude 1,250, the maximum allowed by topography, would
stand 225 feet above the strea.e, would be 1,180 feet long, and would
impound 143,000 acre feet of water. ,t dam to the top of exposed rock
et aitituUe 1,190 feat would stand 165 feet above the stream, would be
1, 30 feet long, Ind would impouna 56,000 acre feet of water.
Cascade Gorge dam site
Cascade Gorge dam site is on the trunk stream of Lewis River at
mle
It is 21 miles upstream from the end of the road. Access
is easiest by foot trail down the right bank of the river 3.3 miles
fr o m the crossing of the river
a graded road from Geier, Washington,
some 30 .dies
to the southeast.
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Tile dam site is in a narrow gur:,-e cut in the ::o ;Lora cf a broader
high level valley. The right bank rises s} reply frca river level tc
the summit of spencer Peak at 3,842 feet. ::;,:dept for a na:row bench at
site area, the left
1380-1400 feet in the downstream half of the
valley wail rises steeply to a broad bench at about altitude 1,600
feet. Bedrock in the river channel is probably at shallow depth, but
is covered by a thin veneer of active alluvium. The low bench on
the left bank is underlain by inactive alluvium. The high bench on
the left and the right wall above 1500-1600 feet altitude is covered
with a dark gray, tuffaceous soil, probably of outwash origin although
derived in large part by weathering of volcanic agglomerate. Numerous
springs issue from the soil on top of the andesite flow.
Bedrock consists of lava flows of fresh, dense, hard, massive,
dark gray andesite, showing little frothy or vesicular material, but
considel-ably fractured at the base. Below the andesite in some places
is flow breccia separated at the bottom by a very irregular contact
from a carbonaceous mudstone. In two localities, 30 to 45 feet of
tuff .ere ?resent at some distance below the andesite. Below these
rocks is a soft, dull agglomerate com)osed of small red and green fragments and lame angular blocks of dark gray andesite in a fine green
or 7.ray matrix. Top of the agglomerate was not seen. Total thickness
is unknown, but is more than 200 feet. The andesite flows appear to
dip gently upstrea:i:.
the proposed axis is a syncline trending a
little west of north. J oints in the agslomarate are few and its
permeability is probably lov. The andesite has well developed columnar
jointing that is nearly always vertical. Its permeability is probably
moderate to low because seepage would take ?lace along the many short,
it rig:
joint surfaces of the hexagonal columns.
At the proposed axis, both abutments and the founchtion are in
andesite. however, the thickness of andesite in the stream bed is
small. Shnce the contact between the andesite and agglomerate is
wea, this material would probably have to be removed down to sound
ag:lomerate. Both abutments rise in n early vertical walls of andesite
to about altitude 1,550 feet or 190 feet above the stream. Strength
is ample for an arch dam of required height. Tne agglomerate in the
foundation is r..ther weak, and Li:1ft be crushed by the high loadings of
a gravity, daa. A wide base earth or rock fill dam would also be
recoihmended. A Cam to altitude 1,550 would be ap:roximately 350 feet
long and wolid impound 4.,000 acre-feet of water.

:11artz Creek dam site

quartz Creek dam site is on the trunk stream of Lewis diver at
mile 76.4 It is about two miles upstream from the crossing of a
grated road fro.:, Guier, iashington. Access is by foot aver Lewis
:rail.
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The dam site is in a narrow scree cut into rock. from th streee.„
the left wall rises steepi tc 2,20 f,et altitude, the 1'em14, of eopography
on the river map. The right bank rises steeply to a bench ?.t 1;76C feet
altitude, behind which there are a nuelher cf i-mobs of glacial debris ,those
summits reach altitudes varying from 1,509 to 1,997 feet. .bcut 400
feet from the river a depression with low point at altitude 1,820 feet
separates this area from the eain valley wall,
Deposits of actim.:e:e1luvium on the stream beiate small and thin,
and bedrock is exposed in many places. The bench and knobs behind the
left abutment, as well as much of the right valley wall, are underlain
by glacial deposits. These consist of tuffaceous soil, tuffaceous
boulder clay, fluvial gravels and sands, and lacustrine silts and clays.
Permeability of these materials vary greatly; it is high for the soil
and gravels and probably low for the till and silts. Ground water moves
alone the bedrock surfaces; only one spring was noted in the dam site area.
Bedrock consists of several flows of hard, dark gray, massive
andesite that is locally vesicular and that has agglomeratic phases.
Beneath the andesite is a coarse, slightly bedded volcanic agglomerate.
Contact between the two is tight. The flows show a broad syncline with
axis intersecting the river channel near mid-point of the dam site area.
Dip on the downstream side is 12°, S. 80° E., and on the upstream side
25°, 3. 340 W. The andesite is considerably jointed; in many localities
this jointing is columnar and often much distorted. Agglomerate also
jointed, but less extensively. field eviaence shows that these fractures
will transmit water under low ii ad, at least near ground surface.
Original plan was for a dam above the upeer falls with pool level
about altitude 1,820, and a. powerhouse below the lower falls, giving
a total head of about 215 feet. A dam at this location would be on
a foundation made up of a thin layer of hare, dense andesite dipping
downstream at a low angle, resting on a'
:
;glomerate.
Andesite is exposed in the left abutment for 50 feet above the stream, passes under
a cover of loose, tuffaceous till, and reappears in a nearly vertical
.eith its base at 1,9004 feet. :Indesite is also exposed in the
right abetment to altitude 1,725, above rh.ich it is covered. dock
prcbal.;1:: does not stand .e.gher than 1,775 feet beneath the glacial
epocits behind the right abutment. Consequently, unless further
inveetigatica proves a higher dam feasible, maximum pool level would
be about this altitude. Spillway could probablybe routed through the
depression behind the glacial knobs. A dam to 1,775 feet would stand
55 feet above present stream level and would be about 500 feet long,
of ~Bich 300 feet would be a dike section with maximum height of about
5C eeet. The reservoir ',mould store only about 3,000 acre-feet of water.
About 500 to 600 feet downstream, where the synclinal axis crosses
the river, is an alternate and probably stronger location for the dam
axt:- This area should show maximum compression. Hence, the joints
should be mcree tightly closed and percolation through the abutments less.
endesite appears in the right abutment to altitude 1,775 feet, above which
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it is covered with thin soil below altitude 1,825, but andesite is
probably close to the surface. Foundation is in agglomerate, which
would have to be protected for it is susceptible to scour. The agglomerate might crush under heavy load, so an arch dam or wide-base
earth fill dam would probably be better than a gravity dam. For pool
level at altitude 1,775, a dam 95 feet high and about 400 feet long would
be required. A higher dam cannot be considered until the rock profile
behind the left abutment has been established by drilling or other means.

Island Camp dam site
Island Camp dam site is located on the trunk stream of the Lewis
River at rile L:2.2. Access is rather difficult. The site is most
easily reached on foot by trail down the right bank of the river from
the Guler-Randall road, a distance of about 6 miles. This crossing is
about L5 :Liles north of U. S. Highway to. 830, which follows the north
bank of the Columbia River.
The dam site is in a narrow, deep, vertical-walled notch cut into
a broad, high-level valley. Both walls rise aLnost vertically to small
benches about 100 feet above the strew-. ibove the benches the valley
walls are steep. In the oorze, bedrock is veneered with small, thin
deposits of active alluvium. The benches and upper slopes are blanketed
with a tuffaceous till.
Bedrock consists of a rather soft, massive, volcanic agglomerate
overlain by one or -..ore flows of herd, dense, massive andesite. The
exact relationship between these two rocks is not known clearly because of the small size of exposure. The rocks dip southwest to south
ahgles varying from 15 to 40 degrees. i-Ln anticline may be present,
but further investigations are necessary to be certain. No faults were
observed. xi,- least 5 sets of joints are present, some of which are
filled with calcite. Pe2y,eability of the rocks is low, but there would
'oe some seepage along bedding and joint surfaces. Ground water moves
on the bedrock surface. One spring was observed on the right bank.
Best section for a dam is downstream from V,tEM 2264, where both
abutents and. the foundation will be in andesite. The right abutment
will be weakest because the rocks dip into the open canyon and because
agglomerate is present a short distance behind the valley wall. This
site
suitable for a masonry dam, and probably best suited for an
arch daL. ;L height of 25C feet has been sug:,ested on topographic
grounds. Such a dam wcula be 800 feet long ana would impound 28,000
acre-feet of water. Sock is present to this height in the left abutf:,eht, but =n tree right abutment is exposed for only 100 feet above
the stream. Hence, the height of dam will depend on conditions beneath
the till cover in the upper right abutment area. Further exploration is
needed. I=L dam 100 feet Llif,
,h would be approiimAtely 150 feet long, but
would impound only 660 acre-feet of water.
Geoloiy of the reservoir area is probably about the same as at the
dam site, and no leakage is expected except in the dam site area. The
sw.11 storage capacity of the reservoir would limit use of the dam to
power production.
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